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DonRiver Amdocs OSS Data Migration project
achieves over 99% data accuracy
DonRiver helps Australian Tier 1 Carrier Achieve over 99% data accuracy in
massive Amdocs Cramer OSS Data Migration
Melbourne, Australia — DonRiver, a global Amdocs OSS services consulting
and technology company has helped the leading Tier 1 Telecommunications
Carrier in Australia successfully migrate its HFC network data to the Amdocs
OSS Inventory Platform (previously Cramer) with near perfect results.
The migration of the HFC network data represents a key component of an
enterprise-wide program that impacted a large number of OSS and BSS
systems. In order to minimize operational impact, our client requested
DonRiver develop a data migration solution to address the specific
volumetric and data integrity requirements of the program. The bespoke
data migration solution delivered by DonRiver resulted in the successful
migration of over 100 million records from multiple legacy systems into
Amdocs OSS Resource Manager in less than 48 hours. The data included the
Australian Carrier's HFC Network together with Pay TV, FTTP and Satellite
Serviceability information.
This is DonRiver’s third major Amdocs OSS migration in the past 2 years
that has resulted in a successful migration rate exceeding 99.999% of
source data. “We assembled a world-class team and achieved world-class
results in what must rank as one of the largest and most successful Amdocs
OSS data migrations in APAC, if not globally” said John McVey, executive
Principal at DonRiver.
The migration was a critical enabler for the Tier 1 Carrier to launch a new
strategic BSS / OSS solution for Cable and Pay TV Service Qualification and
Fulfillment. According to Mr. McVey, “DonRiver was able to deliver a
customized Amdocs OSS migration platform that placed emphasis on
reliability and performance to minimize production outages.”
Since 2006, DonRiver has been providing the tier 1 Australian carrier with
Amdocs OSS services including consulting, software development and data
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migration. In mid-2008, DonRiver successfully migrated its IP/MPLS Core
network into Cramer with a near perfect success rate.

About DonRiver
DonRiver is a global consulting and technology services company specializing
in providing next generation solutions in the Communications industry
(OSS/BSS), globally. We pride ourselves on being able to combine the best
expertise in the market with world-class delivery capability that
fundamentally changes the way our clients operate. DonRiver is
headquartered in Dallas, Texas with operations throughout North America,
Russia, Vietnam and APAC. Its home page is www.donriver.com

